COVID-19 EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE FACTS and RISKS
I. BE INFORMED! People EXCLUDED from the drug company studies for the COVID shots should NOT RECEIVE any
type of COVID shot. For these EXCLUDED groups, there is NO effectiveness OR safety data to guide your decision.





Childbearing age and pregnant women; children and Adolescents under age 12, nursing home patients.
People who had COVID or suspected COVID recovered; people with positive antibodies for COVID. These
groups are already immune, do not need vaccination and risks of serious adverse reactions are much higher.
People with past allergic or other adverse reactions to vaccines.
People with allergies to PEG (polyethylene glycol). mRNA vaccines use PEG to stabilize lipid nanoparticles.
About 70% of people have antibodies to PEG, which can cause a life-threatening reaction (anaphylaxis).

What was the BENEFIT of the COVID shots in the drug companies’ clinical trial studies?
 No evidence of reduced spread to others.
 No evidence of reduced hospitalizations of reduced deaths.
 Reduced frequency of COVID-19 infections; but chance of Covid infection only <1% even with placebo.
What RISKS, SIDE EFFECTS, and COMPLICATIONS are being reported? (Go to www.OpenVAERS.com)
 Heart damage, called "myocarditis" in young people. Not a "mild" effect - can lead to heart failure and death
 Fever, headaches, fatigue, weakness and muscle pain, swollen lymph nodes, rash, blood clots, deaths
 Abnormal bleeding, menstrual problems in girls, testicular pain/inflammation in boys
 Miscarriages; deaths of mothers, deaths of nursing babies after mother vaccinated
 Hospitalization and deaths – due to allergic reactions, heart attacks, neurologic injury, and blood clots

II. TESTING FOR IMMUNITY BEFORE GETTING ANY COVID "SHOT:"



ALL of these are blood tests, available from clinical labs across the United States
Check your immunity for COVID (SARS-COV-2 antibodies - both types) and www.T-Detect.com

III. FACTS to consider before you take experimental genetic vaccines, or "jab," still in clinical trials.
Genetic shots are either mRNA (Pfizer, Moderna) or adenoviral DNA (AstraZeneca, J&J). These are not like
vaccines you have had before. NOT FDA-approved, only being used on Emergency Use Authorization.







Normal vaccines inject an inactive virus or protein in your arm and your body develops immunity.
The genetic COVID-19 vaccines trick your body with mRNA (Pfizer, Moderna) or adenoviral DNA (J&J,
AstraZeneca) into making the spike-protein in the organs of your body in an uncontrolled way in order to
provoke an antibody reaction. It is this generation of spike protein that leads to inflammation and thrombosis
(blood clots) in susceptible people in unpredictable ways.
Evidence shows genetic material and the spike proteins generated by the vaccine penetrate ovaries, brain,
spinal cord, nervous system, heart, lungs, intestines, kidneys, and also cross the placenta in pregnant women.
But the degree of distribution around the body has not been studied, which urgently needs to be done.
Toxicologists argue that observed and potential toxicities are a "class effect" with all 4 gene-based products.
NO ONE KNOWS ALL the risks and side effects, or how long the adverse effects may last. Some experts are
concerned that being exposed to the virus again may trigger worse illness than if you were never vaccinated.
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